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To assess the influence of diurnal changes in the autonomic nervous system on the
QT interval, 24 hour dynamic electrocardiographic monitoring was performed in six-pacemaker
dependent patients with normally innervated hearts, in six cardiac transplant patients with anatomically denervated hearts (but which respond to circulating catecholamines), and in nine diabetic patients with confirmed autonomic neuropathy. QT and RR intervals from hourly
intervals were measured and Bazett's formula was used to correct QT intervals during sinus
rhythm. All QT intervals were normalised by dividing by the mean QT for the 24 hours in each
patient and were expressed as a percentage. There was pronounced diurnal variation of normalised QT in the patients with normally innervated hearts. QT intervals were longer during
sleep than during waking hours (06.00 vs 18.00h, 102.5%o vs 97.8%). Diurnal variation was
blunted in the transplant patients ( 101 .3°o vs 98 1 O%) and absent in the diabetic patients (I 00 0%
vs 100l3%). In the normally innervated patients changes were most pronounced at the time of
waking (06.00 vs 09.00h, 102.50/O vs 95.40/o). There was no change in normalised QT in the
transplant and diabetic patients at this time. There was no significant difference between normalised QT for the three groups during sleep, but this variable was shorter in innervated patients
during waking hours (for example at 10.00h, innervated 9655%, transplant 1007o%, diabetic
100 7%0). Diurnal changes of the QT interval may be pronounced in the innervated heart and are
dependent on both variations in autonomic tone and concentrations of circulating catecholamines. These changes in repolarisation may be related to the reported diurnal pattern of
ventricular arrhythmias.
SUMMARY

The QT interval on the surface electrocardiogram is
an indirect measure of myocardial depolarisation
and repolarisation. Abnormalities of the QT interval, which indicate abnormal repolarisation, have
been linked with the development of ventricular
arrhythmias, prinicipally in the long QT
syndromes' -3 and after myocardial infarction.4 5
Recently there has been considerable interest in the
dynamic nature of the QT interval, both normal and
pathological,6 and in particular it has been suggested
that the QT interval may be increased during sleep
independently of any changes in heart rate.7 The
possible mechanism of this lengthening remains

speculative.

There are pronounced changes in autonomic bal-

Patients and methods
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ance during sleep, with either an increase in parasympathetic tone or a decrease in sympathetic
activity or both, depending on the phase of sleep.8
There is also a diurnal variation in circulating endogenous catecholamines-catecholamine output is
lower during the night.9 10 All of these factors could
influence myocardial repolarisation, and thus the
QT interval, independently of any changes in heart
rate that they may produce.
We have attempted to ascertain whether there is
diurnal variation of the QT interval, and by using
groups of patients with varying degrees of cardiac
denervation to gain insight into the possible autonomic mechanisms involved.

PATIENTS

Three groups of patients were investigated.
Group A consisted of six patients with permanent
253
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METHODS

All patients underwent

at least 24 hours of con-
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tinuous ambulatory electrocardiographic monitoring on either four inch reel to reel two channel
tape recorders or two channel cassette recorders
(groups A and B) or single channel cassette recorders (group C). No attempt was made to control the
patient's activities during the 24 hours of monitoring; however, all patients had a conventional
daily activity pattern-that is they slept at night and
were active during the day. Tracings of approximately 10 QRS complexes were printed out every
hour for each patient. The RR and QT intervals for
each hour were measured blindly and in random order by two observers, who were unaware of the patient's name and the hour of the day but not, because
of the differing recording equipment used and the
presence of paced beats, the group. Each observer
averaged the results of two or three complexes, and
then the results of the two observers were averaged.
The QT interval was measured from the beginning
of the Q wave to the point at which the T wave returned to the isoelectric line. QT intervals during
sinus rhythm were corrected for heart rate by means
of Bazett's correction (QTc = QT/RR°5, with the
RR interval expressed in seconds).'3 To overcome
any bias engendered by the longer measured QT intervals of the ventricular paced complexes (that is
because a similar percentage change would produce
a greater absolute change), all QT intervals were
normalised by dividing by the mean QT interval for
the 24 hours in each patient and were expressed as a
percentage.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All values are quoted as the means and one standard
deviation. We compared data by Student's two
tailed t test for paired and non-paired data.
Differences of p < 0 05 were regarded as significant.

Results

Group A-All patients had multiprogrammable
ventricular pacemakers (Medtronic 5985) which
were programmed to the same pacing rate (70 beats
per minute) at the time of this study. There was a
pronounced diurnal variation in the normalised QT
interval over the 24 hours, with significantly longer
QT intervals during sleep than during waking hours
(see Table and Fig. 1) (for example 06.00 h vs
18.00h, p< 001; 05.00h vs 17.00h, p<001). The
QT interval tended to lengthen during the hours of
sleep with the longest intervals being recorded at
05.00 h. The biggest changes occurred at the time of
wakening. The QT interval shortened from 103-4%
at 05.00h to 95 4% at 09.00h (p<0 001). The mean
measured QT interval for this group was 461 ms,
and this shortening therefore represents, in absolute
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implanted constant rate ventricular demand pacemakers. Their ages ranged from 62 to 84 (mean 73)
years and four were men. All patients were totally
pacemaker dependent with no sinus or fusion beats
during any electrocardiographic recording. These
are patients with normally innervated hearts which
respond both to changes in neurally mediated autonomic tone and to circulating catecholamines.
Group B consisted of six orthotopic cardiac transplant recipients. Their ages ranged from 25 to 50
(mean 37) years and all six were men. They were
studied 4 to 18 (mean 13) months after operation and
at the time of this investigation all patients were
completely symptom free with no haematological,
biochemical, or electrocardiographic evidence of rejection. All patients were taking prednisolone and
azathioprine as routine immunosuppressive treatment. Within 48 hours of the ambulatory monitoring reported below, the patients had undergone
electrophysiological evaluation during which various physiological manoeuvres, including carotid sinus massage, the cold pressor test, and the Valsalva
manoeuvre had been performed. " In no case was
there a change in either donor heart rate or any conduction interval, confirming the persistence of functional cardiac denervation. Thus these are patients
with anatomically denervated hearts which respond
solely to circulating catecholamines.
Group C consisted of nine insulin dependent
diabetic patients. Their ages ranged from 32 to 61
(mean 43) years and seven were men. All had two or
more of the following symptoms suggestive of autonomic neuropathy-impotence, postural hypotension, diarrhoea, perspiration problems,
hypoglycaemia unawareness, and gastric stasis
symptoms and all had abnormal cardiovascular
reflexes indicating both cardiac parasympathetic and
more widespread sympathetic damage. Heart rate
response to the Valsalva manoeuvre, to deep breathing, and to standing (for parasympathetic damage)
and the blood pressure response to standing and to
sustained handgrip (for sympathetic damage) were
tested. '2
All patients in the three groups met the following
criteria: (a) they were not on medications known to
influence the QT interval, (b) they had no or very
infrequent atrial or ventricular premature beats, and
(c) in those patients in sinus rhythm (groups B and
C), there was no evidence of bundle branch block.
Apart from one diabetic patient with known coronary artery disease, no other patient in the three
groups had important confirmed ischaemic or structural heart disease.
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Fig. 1 Normalised QT interval plotted against absolute time of dayforgroup A (paced patients), group B
(transplant patients), and group C (diabetic patients).
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tervening 30 minute intervals at the time of the most
rapid change and these are included in the Table in
parentheses.
Group B
Group C
Time
Group A
Group B-There was little variation in mean
(V paced)
(transplants)
(diabetics)
(h)
hourly heart rate over the 24 hours in group B
patients-the maximum to minimum heart rate
99-8
98-7
13.00
95-0
98-1
99-9
14.00
95 0
difference being 17 2 beats per minute (Fig. 2). The
99-2
100-4
15.00
95 7
greatest
difference in maximum and minimum heart
98-9
99.7
16.00
96.8
rate in any one of the patients was 29 beats per
98-5
99-8
17.00
98-1
98-1
100-3
18.00
97-8
minute. Diurnal variation of the QT interval was
98-1
100 0
19.00
98.7
present but was considerably blunted with only
98 3
100.9
20.00
100 0
97 1
995
21.00
97-8
slightly longer QT intervals during sleep than dur22.00
97 9
99 3
100-6
ing waking hours (Table and Fig. 1). At no time did
98-5
99*5
23.00
100 0
24.00
100-5
100-4
101 9
the difference between a sleeping hour and a waking
01.00
101-3
99-6
101-2
hour
achieve statistical significance. In contrast with
02.00
101-4
100-2
1-01 2
the normally innervated patients (group A) there
03.00
101 1
101*2
999
04.00
100-6
100 1
1023
was no change in the QT interval at the time of wa05.00
1015
1005
1034
king. The average difference between definite sleep(103 0)
(05.30)
06.00
101-3
100 0
102-5
ing and waking hours was 2- 10% (in absolute terms
(06.30)
(101-3)
9ms).
07.00
99 7
102-4
101-2
(99 1)
(07.30)
Group C-As with group B patients there was
100-6
99 4
08.00
95 9
little variation in mean hourly heart rate, maximum
09.00
95 4
100-3
102-2
to minimum heart rate difference being 17 5 beats
10.00
100-7
100-7
96-5
101 9
98-4
11.00
95-4
per minute (Fig. 2). The greatest difference in max100-5
100-3
12.00
95 7
imum and minimum heart rate in any one patient
All values are in percentages. V, ventricular.
was 37 beats per minute. Diurnal variation of the
QT interval was completely absent with no
terms, a change of 37 ms in the measured QT. The difference between sleeping and -waking hours
shortening was maintained during the active hours (Table and Fig. 1). The average difference between
of the day and then the QT interval gradually definite sleeping and waking hours was 0-110% (in
lengthened during the evening. The average absolute terms 0-5 ms).
difference between definite sleeping hours
Figure 1 shows that there are no significant
(01.00-06.00h) and definite waking hours differences in normalised QT interval among the
(10.00-22.00h) was 500% or 23ms in absolute three groups during the hours of sleep, although
terms. Having analysed the data as indicated in the there was some lengthening in the innervated pamethods section, we retrospectively analysed the in- tients before waking. The QT interval, however,

Diurnal variation of the QT interval

Table Normalised QT intervals for the three groups over
the 24 hour period
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Fig. 2 Mean hourly heart rate plotted against absolute time of day for transplant patients and diabetic
patients.
was significantly shorter during waking hours in

those with innervated hearts (for example at 10.00 h
group A, 96.5%; group B, 10077%; group C,
100-7P% (p<0,01)). The interobserver differences in
measured QT were small-for example for all measurements in group A patients the differences
ranged from 0 to 20 (mean 2-3 ms).

Discussion
These data confirm the previous work of Browne
etal indicating that the QT interval is prolonged
during sleep.7 The methods and patient groups that
we studied meant that we were able to gain some
insight into the possible physiological mechanisms.
Browne etal suggested that this prolongation may
reflect either increased vagal tone or sympathetic
withdrawal, in other words a net increase in parasympathetic tone. They made no mention of the
possible role of circulating catecholamines, which
are known to influence the-QT interval.'4 Also because they compared RR intervals of identical duration during wakefulness and sleep, they were not
able to comment on the possible time course of
events.

When the effect of an intervention on the QT interval is assessed it is usual to correct for changes in
heart rate. 13 15 When there is a considerable change
in heart rate, however, the application of a correction factor such as Bazett's formula may lead to
spurious and misleading results.6 -18 Bazett's formula may only be accurate when the heart rate is
between 50 and 115 beats per minute,16 and more
recently some workers have suggested an even
smaller range of rates (RR intervals, 700 ms to
1050 ms).7 To circumvent this problem Milne et al
suggested that the effects of an intervention on the
QT interval should be assessed at identical atrial'7
or ventricular'9-paced rates. In this study we assessed patients at ventricular paced rates. It could be
argued that the absence of changes in the transplant
and diabetic patients is related to errors engendered
by the use of Bazett's correction in these groups.
Figure 2, however, shows that the variation in heart

rate in these two groups is extremely small and
within the range over which Bazett's correction is
probably valid.
For a long time it has been accepted that the heart
rate slows during sleep and that this is related to
considerable diurnal changes in the autonomic nersystem.20 21 It was initially felt that this fall in
heart rate during sleep was entirely related to an increase in parasympathetic tone.20 Samaan in 1934,
however, suggested that there was an additional decrease in sympathetic activity.22 More recent work,
in which different kinds and degrees of heart denervation were studied, has also indicated that both
an increase in vagal tone and decreased sympathetic
discharge occur, depending on the phase of sleep.8
After complete cardiac denervation by combined bilateral vagotomy and stellectomy the decrease in
heart rate during sleep, although markedly reduced,
still occurred.8 There is also a circadian variation in
concentrations of circulating endogenous catecholamines.'0 In the study by Barnes et al, the highest values of plasma adrenaline were recorded at
16.00h and the lowest values at 04.00 h.'0
All of these autonomic factors, as well as affecting
heart rate, have been shown to influence the QT interval independent of any changes in rate. Assessment of the QT interval by the pacing technique
mentioned previously has shown that loss of parasympathetic tone induced by atropine shortens the
QT interval'8 23 and ventricular effective refractory
period24 and that loss of sympathetic tone induced
by propranolol either has no effect'8 23 or may tend
to prolong'7 the QT interval and ventricular refractory periods.24 Thus both the increase in parasympathetic tone and decrease in sympathetic activity
occurring during sleep8 will tend to lengthen the QT
interval independently of the slowing in heart rate.
Similarly the infusion of catecholamines has been
shown to shorten the QT interval, again independently of rate changes,14 suggesting that the low
concentrations encountered during sleep will lead to
a relative lengthening of this interval.
Thus the autonomic changes occurring during
sleep will all tend to lengthen the QT interval. That
vous
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variation of the QT interval in the normally innervated heart which may be quite pronounced. This
variation appears to be dependent, perhaps to an
equal extent, on changes in both neurally mediated
autonomic tone (presumably predominantly heightened parasympathetic tone during sleep) and on the
circadian variation in circulating catecholamines.
Several studies have shown that sleep is associated
with a decrease in both the frequency and severity of
ventricular arrhythmias both in patients with ischaemic heart disease and in healthy subjects.30 - 32
It is therefore interesting to note that in the innervated patients (group A) the longest QT intervals, at
a constant heart rate, occurred at the same stage of
sleep that previous studies have documented the
lowest frequency of arrhythmias.32 It is tempting to
suggest that those autonomic factors which lengthen
the QT interval may, independently of any effect
they may have on heart rate, reduce the temporal
dispersion of refractoriness and thus the tendency
for arrhythmias.
We thank Dr David Ewing, The Royal Infirmary,
Edinburgh for providing the 24 hour tapes on the
diabetic patients.
A J C is Sir Ronald Bodley Scott Professor of Cardiovascular Medicine (supported by the British
Heart Foundation).
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